इं दिरा गााँधी राष्ट्रीय उडानअकािमी
NOTIFICATION
Dated: 27th May 2020
PROCEDURE FOR TRAINEES TO REPORT BACK TO IGRUA CAMPUS
1. This is further to our previous notification dated 22nd May 2020 on the subject.
2. IGRUA is authorized to resume flying training activities restricting dual flying training to the
minimum and with several other limitations as advised by the DGCA and the Ministry after
necessary clearance of the MHA.
3. An SOP has been prepared on the basis of the various guidelines issued by DGCA and other
competent authorities and the same is being strictly followed.
4. All the trainees of 1801 batch and earlier who are in their flying stage and currently at home on
Covid-19 leave shall follow the instructions given below for reporting back to IGRUA campus:(i)

Trainees may send request stating their willingness to come back to IGRUA campus on
email id- kunjal.bhatt@nic.in. Once request is acceptable, it will be communicated to
trainee.

(ii) After due approval, trainee shall carry out Covid-19 test from ICMR approved laboratory,
once the report is negative for the Covid-19 test, he/she may report to IGRUA campus
within 72 hours of the issue of test report and will come in his/her personal or private
vehicle.
5. In the prevailing Corona outbreak situation and as per IGRUA SOP for Covid-19, very limited
flying operations are permitted.
6. We are bound to follow IGRUA SOP’s stringent norms because of that we will not be able to
accommodate more number of trainees at a time for flying.
7. Whenever SOP norms are relaxed and lockdown restriction is lifted, we will be calling rest of
the trainees in a phased manner ensuring that social distancing is maintained, overcrowding is
avoided and other preventive norms issued by authorities are strictly followed to ensure safe
atmosphere in the campus.
8. It may be noted that IGRUA does not have any quarantine facilities for trainees/staff/residents
and the district authorities will not be able to provide us because they are already in shortage
and had approached us for quarantine facilities which we could not provide.
9. As of now all the trainees who are in ground training are advised to continue to stay at home as
classroom studies are not permitted till further orders of the competent authority.
10. It is once again reiterated that limited trainees shall be permitted to report back to IGRUA
during prevailing Corona outbreak. This is applicable to 1801 and earlier batches and therefore
trainees of these batches may only send their requests for approval.
11. This is issued with the approval of the Director, IGRUA.
(Capt. Kunjal K Bhatt)
Chief Flying Instructor

Dated: 22nd May 2020
Subject : Rejoining of Trainees to IGRUA Campus

1. All those trainees who had left campus after outbreak of COVID-19 and who are at
home, shall follow these guidelines to join back at IGRUA campus :
i.

Trainees may start sending request from 01 July 2020 onwards to Operations
mail id ops@igrua.gov.in stating their willingness of joining.

ii.

Pre-conditions before joining are :
a) Trainee shall carry out COVID-19 test from ICMR approved laboratory.
b) Copy of the same shall be e-mailed to Operations mail id
ops@igrua.gov.in alongwith request letter for returning back to IGRUA
campus.
c) After due approval, decision will be communicated to the trainees and
thereafter he/she may come to IGRUA campus in their personal vehicle.

2. These guidelines will be followed till further notice.

S/d
( Capt. Kunjal K Bhatt )
Chief Flying Instructor

